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ABSTRACT

The Edge of the Internet is currently accommodating large numbers
of devices and these numbers will dramatically increase with the ad-
vancement of technology. Edge devices and their associated service
bandwidth requirements are predicted to become a major problem
in the near future. As a result, the popularity of data management,
analysis and processing at the edges is also increasing. This paper
proposes Edge Data Repositories and their performance analysis.
In this context, provide a service quality and resource allocation
feedback algorithm for the processing and storage capabilities of
Edge Data Repositories. A suitable simulation environment was
created for this system, with the help of the ONE Simulator. The
simulations were further used to evaluate the Edge Data Repository
cluster within different scenarios, providing a range of service mod-
els. From there, with the help and adaptation of a few basic networks
management concepts, the feedback algorithm was developed. As
an initial step, we assess and provide measurable performance feed-
back for the most essential parts of our envisioned system: network
metrics and service and resource status, through this algorithm.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Edge computing is continuously gaining support by creating oppor-
tunities and collaborations [14], as it is gaining interest from the
research community. According to several studies [14, 15, 19] and
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predictions for the following years (2022-24) [3, 5], the problem of
upstream bottlenecks for Edge ISPs will also be exacerbated by the
need for extra services closer to the Edge[12]. This requirement will
be a result of increased network traffic created by connected cars,
homes, other Internet of Things (IoT) implementations (e.g. smart
cities)[18] and/or augmented/virtual reality (AR/VR) devices[4].
Networks are dispersing, hence resource redistribution is required
for a smooth transition towards decentralised or even distributed
networks.

Important service provision requirements are set by Edge data
generated through peak-hour commuting and Smart City applica-
tions. Existing work [14, 15, 19] suggests that user, IoT and vehicular
data will overload the network with information in the next years.
These designs consider the reverse data flow, but imply very small
data quantities. In that regard, another paper [15] considers a few
blue-sky approaches to the grave need of data (re)distribution in the
upstream flow. Data from the domains mentioned above could, thus,
be more accessible and usable at points closer to Edge networks,
for efficiency and latency purposes.

"Mobile Data Repositories at the Edge" [13] presents a new ap-
proach to in-network data distribution, to improve connectivity
and reduce upstream stress, by using persistent, Network-layer
storage [20]. The Proactive Strategy, proposed by this system, re-
lies on data packets to tell the Data Repository systems how they
should be treated, through MetaData (MetaInfo) tags. Adding to
this, we introduce the store-process-send concept, which was devel-
oped to integrate processing with storage, to increase data delivery
efficiency of data originating at the Edge. Thus, we now define
two main tags, useful throughout the rest of the paper. The shelf-
life is the minimum storage period for storage service provision
and the maximum processing window for processing service pro-
vision with lower constraints. The freshness period represents a
deadline for a time-sensitive data processing service. These help in
Data management decisions such as storage time, processing needs
or storage/deletion after processing. Considering these concepts,
we introduce nodes specialised in data storage and processing,
called Edge Data Repositories (EDRs), managed by Edge Repository
Provider (ERP) servers (briefly introduced in this paper). This work
represents a first step in solving an open question of managing EDR
environments [20].

The main challenges associated with these systems are: the lack
of appropriate feedback and management protocols and algorithms
needed for the development of in-network computing, the unsta-
ble nature of connections between (mobile) IoT devices and EDRs
and the considerable flows of data that such a system has to deal
with, among others that are yet to be considered or discovered.
Considering these challenges, this paper provides the following
contributions as (partial or full) solutions:
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• structure of the underlying system, for which the evaluation
and an algorithm are produced (Section 2)

• use-case-led design of EDR clusters, to provide connectivity,
Edge processing and storage (Section 3);

• comprehensive study of data storage, processing, shelf-life-
and freshness-based services in EDR clusters (Section 4);

• feedback and management algorithm for local EDR perfor-
mance adaptation, EDR resource and per-service QoS feed-
back (Section 5);

2 BACKGROUND

The main purpose of EDRs is to provide a stable, secure and efficient
storage and processing environment for data produced at the Edge
of the Internet. In this section, we define the four connected system
parts that affect each other’s service provision parameters and func-
tionality, depending on policies, demands and locality (Figure 1).

ERP Servers/NOCs 

Data 
Provider 

EDR Cluster

Edge End-User 
Environment

Cloud

Functions and 
Processed Data
Data
Cloud Data Retrieval
Coordination and 
Feedback

Figure 1: ERP System Diagram

From a data perspective, the primary part of the system is the
class of devices/systems producing data. The Edge Data Producers
(EDPs) are end-devices or end-systems, which produce data with
specific topics, mobility, frequencies, types, scopes and destinations.
These devices/systems and their data parameters are associated
with specific Application/Data/IoT Providers and their users.

Technically, the most important part of this system are the EDR
clusters, which provide a secure, stable and service-rich environ-
ment for Edge Data storage and processing. Security can be en-
sured through service-specific resource allocation, in containers
or enclaves. EDR clusters mainly provide stability by storing and
processing (mobile) data locally, and providing persistent network
services for the respective data. EDR clusters are also the hubs
that connect this entire system, efficiently and adaptively. An EDR
cluster’s management, security and service provision policies are
monitored and managed by its local ERP server, through its ser-
vice provision and resource allocation feedback and management
algorithms.

ERP management entities (Network Operations Centre [NOC]
and servers) represent key commercial entities. These may be of
a central (ERP NOC), or local (cluster servers) management type.
ERP management entities represent the commercial and policing
part of the system, which is mostly concerned with ERP system

security and management policies. These entities govern security
bootstrapping, function and data coordination, service provision
policing, system trade-off monitoring, performance monitoring and
management of commercial policies between their systems and
other entities.

The other commercial part of the system is the Data Provider.
This commercial and network entity provides its service and se-
curity policies to its own set of users and negotiates commercial,
network and security policies with the ERP(s). Associated EDPs
and the functions provided for data processing are also managed
by these providers. The main concerns of these providers lie in
bootstrapping EDPs with data generation certificates and providing
secure functions to the network. Security bootstrapping assures
EDRs that producers provide secure data, with appropriate param-
eters.

An equivalent system to this is an SDN-controlled system. Here,
instead of control tables, data names, services and resources are
manipulated in the network control plane. Similarly, ERP servers
are controlled by policies dictated by and provide updates to ERP
NOC(s), which set the main operating policies, analogously to SDN
controllers, guided by a (set of) network-control application(s).

This paper tackles one of the most basic, but very important
challenges that this system faces: EDR-specific management and
feedback. Considering the above analogies, we develop a feedback
algorithm using structures employed in SDN (tables and organisa-
tion) for systems control, and a SNMP-like communication protocol
to convey the outputs of the algorithm (and later inputs from the
ERP servers). The EDR resembles a SNMP Agent and its associated
resources and metrics resembling MIB objects. The organisational
structures providing the services in each EDR resemble "match-
plus-action" (control) tables. Thus, the control structures of EDRs
should be SDN-based, while the communication protocol should
be SNMP-like. This will be presented through the commands table
and its associated algorithms, for processing and storage services,
in Sub-section 5.2.

3 DATA REPOSITORY DESIGN

The main purpose of EDR-based systems was defined and presented
in the last section. Now we shall examine each part of the system
in more detail.

EDRs were developed to be modular, configurable and scalable.
The functionalities illustrated below demonstrate these features.

Storage: All repositories benefit from network persistent storage
capability, being able to buffer and retain data. Depending on service
requirements, this functionality may suffice for certain services.

Processing: All repositories have processing capabilities for
application-specific service provision. Processing is done indepen-
dently of line-speed operations, in the application layer.

Storage association and management - After a message is received
by a repository, it is added to storage management and the newest
processing message is then processed (Points 1 of Fig. 2).

Message processing and update handling - Each update consists
of a processing phase and a depletion phase, on each simulation
cycle. The update process is presented in points 2 of Fig. 2.

Main Question - Considering the system design, the main issue
will be approached heuristically. The following questions provide
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Figure 2: Repository update and handling processes

the main reasoning for our evaluation and are inspired from exist-
ing Edge networks research [10, 15]: What is the algorithm that
determines the most efficient resource configuration, based on avail-
able resources, services provided, traffic analysis and EDP types?
Could this algorithm provide simple yet effective service quality
feedback and local adaptivity, for specific services, under certain
conditions?

4 EVALUATION

Consider that storage is used within limits, and while the packets’
shelf-lives have not expired, the packets are stored in EDRs. In this
context, it is important to assess the percentage of data processed
within the freshness period or shelf-life or deleted/offloaded after
shelf-life expiry. If the EDRs start overflowing or the packets’ shelf-
life expires, before they are processed, they will be considered
unsatisfied. These shall be briefly covered in sub-section 4.3, and
later in more detail, in sub-section 5.2.

4.1 Setup and Assumptions

AnEDR cluster was implemented and evaluated using an extension1
of The Opportunistic Network Environment (ONE) simulator2 [6].
The following assumptions were used for testing and evaluation.

• processing power was measured in threads, assuming equal
power in all threads [7]

• one thread uses a specific amount of time for a service type
• function execution takes a finite amount of time per content
type, assuming execution sessions established

• for simulation efficiency, the smallest step of processing time
is 0.1s (realistically it could be smaller)

• EDPs, EDR cluster, Data Providers and Cloud Providers are
securely bootstrapped, for data and function verification

• all EDPs and EDRs use their private keys and pre-fetched
certificates/trust anchors to produce secure data

• freshness period accounts for only one processing cycle
• under service strain, the retrieving EDR will compress and
send processing messages to the cloud before processing

• compression is executed on individual messages, and not on
the aggregated messages, as a file, for ease of simulation

1 The ONE Repos: https://github.com/Chrisys93/the-one-repos
2 The ONE: http://akeranen.github.io/the-one/

These assumptions will be revisited in further work, to tackle
more complex network and management problems. The EDP gen-
eration rates used in this paper were based on CISCO predictions
[3, 5] for 2022-24, several case studies ([2, 11, 16]) and reasonable
approximations. Average data production is 85GB/node/day and
varies with type of EDP.

Example use case - An EDR cluster with the specifications:
• a total upstream bandwidth limitation of 10Gbps
• 500 cars, 40 pedestrians and 15 buses served
• three hours accounting for peak traffic hours of the day
• all data required on mobility patterns, generation rates and
served file types known

• the cluster deployment area considered to be Helsinki city
The example case cluster is comprised of 80 repositories, dis-

tributed in a cell-like structure covering central Helsinki. The mo-
bile nodes generatemessages as follows (non-processing:processing):
2:0 per pedestrian per 5s, 0:2 per car per 2s with a processing delay
of 0.1s and 1:2 per bus per 2s [17] with a processing delay of 0.2s
(where non-processing refers strictly to storage-bound messages).
Messages are 1MB in size. Each EDR serves 10GB storage capacity,
10 parallel processing threads and a 10MB/s maximum output band-
width. Although the cars are the main type of producers studied in
this case, all nodes generate realistic network traffic.

4.2 Use cases

The results necessary in algorithm development mainly depend
on the type of EDP. The producers are diverse in their movement
patterns and service needs. We use the example use case to establish
6 different service models for each of the following 4 use cases.
One (6th) is a common, "golden standard" model, used for QoS
comparisons. All repositories in each scenario provide one service,
throughout each simulation scenario andmodel configuration. Note
that storage capacity was reduced to 5GB/EDR in these assessments.

We first consider sensing equipment such as temperature and
pressure sensors. These devices can produce small amounts of data
at specific intervals of time and are generally static. The sensor
data is normally ready to be processed and volatile after use. This
device type would be most prevalent in office buildings.

The second use case considered for our purposes is video stream-

ing from immobile Edge devices. Home surveillance and door-
bell cameras create large data feeds. While this data may be critical,
it is not necessarily provided continuously. Although it can be
stored for longer periods of time after processing, it may be of-
floaded to clouds, as long as it is not solicited/required within a
certain amount of time.

An example of mobile EDPs generating small-sized data can
be measurement sensors within a car. Such a sensor could be
measuring battery charge, GPS location etc. [5]. These kinds of
data can have shorter freshness periods, but may have longer shelf
lives, for further network processing and availability. Each data
point may be less important and more volatile than larger messages.
Thus, this kind of data could be offloaded to the cloud periodically.

The most complex example of large-sized data could be video
or LIDAR data [5], created by a public transport vehicle (e.g.

TfL Bus, Underground etc.). These kinds of data can normally have
larger freshness periods, if they are to be processed. The shelf lives
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of these Data packets could be longer, due to their longer relevance
period for Edge aplications. Once stored and satisfied, Data packets
could either be offloaded or deleted periodically.

4.3 Evaluation for algorithm development

Looking at Fig. 3a, we can clearly see the cases in which most pro-
cessed messages are fresh. Thus, the results for message processing
efficiency percentages can be compared, to determine the mean pro-
cessing efficiency for specific models and parameters, throughout
the cluster.

On the storage side ( Fig. 3b), different non-processing data shelf-
lives affect satisfaction rates of offered storage services. We can note
that shelf lives determine the maximum storage capacity required
for a service. Thus, Storage Mode is used to keep messages within
storage in underused repositories, for both efficiency and better
storage service provision. The number of messages stored longer
than their shelf-life (overtime) is normally low, unless repositories
are configured in storage mode. If messages are stored overtime,
however, storage is used inefficiently and storage satisfaction may
decrease, if used inappropriately. Thus, storage mode is a valid and
useful option only for services with reduced or infrequent burst
traffic. These network parameters help in developing amanagement
and feedback algorithm meant to help ERP servers in decisions on
service placement, resource allocation and QoS management.

5 MANAGEMENT AND FEEDBACK

ALGORITHM

5.1 Parameter descriptions

Assessing the processing and storage capabilities and associated
QoS, we can ascertain three different ratios that can be used as
system metrics: fresh processing rates, shelf-life processing rates
and ingress traffic.

Fresh processing rates refer to the capability of the EDR to
process all ingress messages within their freshness periods. This
is obtained by scaling the approximated per-message processing
delay with the freshness period. Shelf-life processing rates are
used for determining the total processing capability of EDRs. It is
assessed in relation to the shelf-life of processing messages and
the associated fresh processing rate, in the context of the type and
expected processing delay of the ingress serviceable messages. The
message influx, as the name indicates, is a measurement of the
ingress processing message traffic targeted at the respective service.
It was also concluded that non-processing message shelf-life does
not influence the quality of processing service on the repositories.

The storage mode setting is one of the parameters under EDR
control that can directly affect QoS and resource efficiency. How-
ever, more importantly, the shelf-life associated with the size

and type of any ingress messages being accepted as part of a ser-
vice model are the determining factors of storage usage and storage
QoS. Most importantly, the common parameter which affects both
storage and processing, themessage influx has one of the highest
impact factors to be considered in our algorithm.

Note that EDR upload limits put a limit on the amount of mes-
sages serviceable in a specific amount of time. However, upstream
bandwidth can be utilised better by changing the compression

rate(s) and compression-to-deletion ratio(s) associated with the
service(s).

The normal SNMP commands are general and more applicable to
routing, thus, some need to be adapted to our system’s requirements.
We provide Table 1 for reference and demonstrate the use of some
of the commands within Algorithms 1 and 2

Command

Name

Actors Description

Performance
Update

server to
EDR

Periodic request for QoS
update

Heartbeat EDR to
server

Periodic update on sys-
tem performance, config-
uration and resource us-
age

Configure server to
EDR

Change MIB object val-
ues

Trap EDR to
server

Asynchronous Warning
or Notification (& sug-
gestion) message

Response EDR to
server

Response to server

Table 1: Table of algorithm generated and SNMP commands

5.2 Algorithm

Now all the necessary metrics and values associated with the use
cases studied have been explained. An EDR management and feed-
back algorithm that returns a measurable trade-off can now be
presented.

The algorithm outputs (warnings, notifications, performance

updates andheartbeats) can be used to determine needed changes,
in accordance with the existing data types and service model(s).
The algorithm is meant to adapt resources and give the feedback
needed by the ERP server to dynamically apply different service-
and resource-based optimisations within the cluster. A representa-
tion of this communication process is provided through Fig. 4, Al-
gorithm 1 and 2.

The point of these algorithms is to provide an SDN-like manage-
ment structure, to operate just above the network layer, depending
on individual EDR performances (diagnosed through application-
layer SNMP-like messages). With the server having its own view
of the EDR cluster, it can obtain and optimise manageable object
values in MIB records and service provision tables, for adapting the
system and services for the network environment. In other words,
EDRs send heartbeat and "trap"-like update messages to ERP servers
through this algorithm. While gathering this information, EDRs
also apply local resource optimisation measures, for currently run-
ning services. Depending on their cluster-wide view of the EDRs,
ERP Servers can then "decide" on what actions to take, to optimise
service placement, for performance and QoS (to be discussed in
future work). Following these actions, the feedback process can
restart.
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(a) Freshness and processing percentages (b) Storage usage and satisfaction rates

Figure 3: Evaluation of different simulation conditions using the general node configuration
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As sub-figure 3a shows, the processing success rates depend
mostly on the ratio between the freshness period and shelf-life.
However, the processing success rates depend on the scale of the
freshness period and shelf-life, compared to the function execution
times (processing delay), which are generally very small. The ratio
between the first two has to be close to 1 to have any effect on
the success rates. Thus, we consider the traffic, delay, freshness
period and shelf life, as the most relevant parameters for dynamic
adaptation and QoS, to be fed back to ERP servers.

Moving on to the parameterisation of processed message fresh-
ness and sub-figure 3a, we can infer that the main decision pa-
rameter changes to the processing delay. However, the freshness
period and shelf-life still play an important role in determining
the "freshness" of processed messages. Here, the ratio between the
freshness period and processing delay represents a ratio that does
not change the processing rates by much by itself. However, this
ratio is a potent modifier of the impact that the ratio between the
delay and the difference between shelf-life and freshness period has.

Algorithm 1

Fresh-Processing Service QoS and Resource Allocation
Require: Processing Service feedback on each heartbeat

if All Power Used Continuously then

Include Power Usage in heartbeat
if Processing Success Rates > required then

Processing Power decrease within policy limits
else if Processing Success Rates > acceptable then

QoS value warning on next QoS update
Warning of lacking resources

else

Include Service Provision status in heartbeat
Service Provision Reduction imminent Warning

end if

else if Processing Success Rates > required then

Service provision increase notification
if ERP Service Increase POSITIVE then

Include Service Provision status in heartbeat
end if

else if Processing Success Rates > acceptable then
case i
1: Processing Power decrease within policy limits
2: Provider policy change needed notification

else

case i
1: Processing Power increase within policy limits, Service

provision warning, Include Processing Power Usage in heartbeat
2: Provider policy change needed notification

end if

We can also note that the most important modifier of both process-
ing success and freshness rates is the ratio of input non-processing
to processing messages, representing ingress traffic.
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Algorithm 2

Non-Processing Service QoS and Resource Allocation
Require: Storage Service feedback on each update

Include Service Provision status in heartbeat
Include Storage Usage in heartbeat
if Overflowing storage then

if StorageMode ON then

StorageMode = OFF
else

Storage Capacity Decrease within policy limits
QoS value warning on next QoS update

end if

if Non-ProcSatisfaction < acceptable then
Service provision decrease
Warning of lacking resources

end if

else if Non-ProcSatisfaction > required then

Service provision increase notification
else if Max Service Storage Capacity then

if Non-ProcSatisfaction < required then

QoS value warning on next QoS update
Storage Capacity Increase within policy limits
Provider policy change needed notification

end if

else

if No awaiting services AND bursty traffic then
StorageMode = ON

end if

end if

Clearly, when more storage is used, messages’ shelf-lives limit
satisfaction rates. Considering this, the shelf-life associated with a
specific service determines its satisfaction rates and whether the
receiving EDR storage overflows. This naturally also depends on
the size of messages and traffic. More exact values for this tipping
point of one of the models, as shown in Fig. 3b, are: between 500
and 600s non-processing shelf-lives, processing shelf-life under 50s,
a rate of 1 processing message for each 4 non-processing messages
generated each second, a size of 1MB/message and static EDPs.

In the last three models of the cars and buses use cases we can see
that, as shelf-life increases, the importance of the "non-proc:proc"
traffic ratio decreases with respect to storage occupation. On the
other hand, we can see that when sizes of messages are bigger
and EDPs more stable/static, the importance of the "non-proc:proc"
ratio is much higher. In this case, the more positive the ratio, the
higher the chance for messages to be stored less than their shelf-life
values (above a specific threshold - see Fig. 3b).

6 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK

A study on data and function aggregation, (re)placement and

distribution (considering resource allocation efficiency) would be
worth investing more effort in, considering the findings in this
paper. Furthermore, an ERP server algorithm for QoS and EDR

resource allocation should be established.

In rare cases, more storage capacity, processing power and/or
coverage can be useful for providing services effectively. In such
cases, "Second Level" repositories are a potential solution, to sup-
plement service capacity at the Edge and provide moremanagement
capabilities, for more localised decisions. These supplementary
repositories could either be logically instantiated through dedicated
units, meant to serve either as 1st level or 2nd level EDRs at all
times. The evaluated scenarios provide an insight into distribution,
storage, performance and analysis for data management strategies
to be run on 2nd lvl EDRs. These strategies and their underlying
systems and provision mechanisms will be further discussed in later
work. Otherwise, it would be interesting to study the feasibility of
offering more, complementary services per repository, where
efficiency is high. This would complement the low-storage services
with high-storage, for example.

The extensions of this system may further be developed using
an Information-Centric Networks (ICN)-based implementation of
the cluster ([8, 9] and/or [1]).

7 CONCLUSIONS

The assessment completed using the ONE simulator and its re-
sults produced a local management and feedback algorithm. This
algorithm provides a first insight into the dynamic management
potential of ERP systems. Through the feedback provided, it was
demonstrated that the development of an EDR cluster management
algorithm for the ERP system can be advantageous for different net-
work conditions and certain service offerings. These concepts shall
be developed, to form a more complete system, accounting for more
aspects of networking not covered in this paper, like content-driven
networking, security, commercial and management policies.

These evaluations are important as they evaluate which trade-
offs should be considered more important for different service mod-
els. We also provide the feedback algorithm, for design and adap-
tation of systems that integrate EDR clusters. This has potential
for further development, accounting for further complex param-
eters and metrics (e.g. data aggregation and locality). There is a
wide range of developments which can be based on this system,
depending on their final purpose of deployment.
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